
Dig Deeper



Artists are creative, flexible, inventive and brave. We make believe, we create worlds. All of which
prepared us to produce Short Cuts 2020 in this new and challenging way. 
 
That being said, I still have to acknowledge the grief that I feel for all that has been lost these past few
months: the gatherings, the shared experiences, the productions that have been cancelled or postponed
until who knows when. The fact that the thing I truly love about the theatre, the breathing together, the
sharing of the same air, has become the most dangerous act of all. 
 
There has been a lot of good and inspiring work on the internet since we all got locked down. I have seen
readings, archived productions, re-imagined presentations of works that were intended for the stage. I
have been grateful to see how artists and theatres have adapted to continue to tell these stories about
our humanity, to keep us connected in these strange and disjointed times. 
 
The pandemic has forced us to dig deeper, and "dig deeper" is the theme of this year’s Short Cuts Festival.
All that we thought we knew is up for debate, for reconsideration, for reinvention. So too in these stories
by these Saskatchewan playwrights. What we thought we knew about our relationships, what we see and
read and hear, all the things we took for granted – nothing is for sure anymore. 
 
But change is a good thing, too, isn’t it? A tree falls and disintegrates, crumbles into dust and dirt,
nourishing the earth so that there can be new growth. 
 
I have been amazed and awed by the work done by these artists these past few weeks, digging in, taking
chances, making death-defying leaps of faith. They have brought courage and generosity to the zoom-
rooms, asking the tough questions about the work, all the while transforming themselves into technicians,
props-makers, costumers. They make believe, and make us believe in a new way forward. 
 
Meegwetch, thank you, merci, for joining us for this unconventional Short Cuts. We are so glad you are
here.
 
 Yvette Nolan, Artistic Director



Show Order

Diamond and a Tether 
by Jillian Borrowman

Directed by Grahame Kent

The Rerouting 
by Danica Tempel 

Directed by Jensine Emeline

The Prometheus Protocol 
by Mackenzie Dawson 

Directed by Melanie Doerr

No. 7 
by Jalisa Gonie 

Directed by Charlie Peters

Trapped 
by Yulissa Campos 

Directed by Ed Mendez

The Yard with the Old Plow 
by Shanda Stefanson 

Directed by Joel Bernbaum

Land Acknowledgement
Written and Directed by Yvette Nolan



In 2000, when Jim and I started building The Refinery’s stage for performance, we never envisioned a
day when everyone’s stage would be in their own living room! For this Short Cuts there have essentially
been nine “stages” built for the actors – by the actors. Directors have pivoted to tell a story originally
conceived for a physical stage. And rather than having rehearsal rooms, they have to communicate with
their actors through a bunch of talking boxes. Stage sets are people’s homes and green screen, props
have been run to actor’s homes and left on the doorstep. Actors in different cities must have duplicate
props! And during performance the lights and sound have changed from being
run on specialized theatre equipment from the back of the theatre, to being run on computers from,
yes, another living room. 
 
Through these two weeks I have been amazed by people’s willingness to jump into water not knowing
how deep. Amazed by the knowledge some bring to the table and their willingness to share. Amazed by
the excitement that is overtaking the trepidation of this adventure into the unknown. I don’t think any
of us really knew what we were signing up for.
 
We are learning on our feet in this new reality. It is frustrating, terrifying and ultimately thrilling! (kinda
what creating art is) What the arts sector offered digitally even six weeks ago is already antiquated.
Who knows who, and what, will be created six weeks from now, let alone six months.
 
I miss being in the same room with an audience and live creation. And we will find our way back to it. It
will always have a place. But I don’t think what we are witnessing now is just a momentary substitute. It
is the beginning of something all its own. When the door closed the roof blew off!
 
So join us on this adventure, as Short Cuts takes its first step into this new world of digital theatre. This
performance is live, so we are as innocent to the final result as you are. But I can promise this is only
the beginning. Jump on and enjoy the ride! 
 
Cynthia
 
ON THE BOARDS Staging Company in Saskatoon was founded by Cynthia Dyck and Jim Arthur. It is a
shared platform organization - best described as a shared resource for independent performing artists.
It does not produce work itself. Instead, it anchors the activities of indie performing artists and small
arts organizations. It is best known for managing the performances at The Refinery venue. In 2016 ON
THE BOARDS began a new program called “The Open Storefront Project”. With the help of business
sponsors, the project offers free rehearsal and creation space to performing artists. ON THE BOARDS
has partnered with The Short Cuts Festival since it began in 2014.

Message from On The Boards



The Company

Johanna Arnott (Performer) is a Saskatoon based theatre artist who works
primarily as an actor, writer, and stage manager. She’s acted in The Winter’s
Tale (YXE ShakesLab), The Wolves (littleBIG Theatre & Evilstick
Productions) The Sketchy Bandits, and Dr. Frightful Presents: A Frightful
Hour (Buttered Ghost Theatre). As a stage manager she’s had the privilege
of working on The Penelopiad (Ferre Play Theatre), The Born Again
Crow (THUG Work Theatre/Live Five), and Monday Night (Highway 55
Productions/Live Five). Johanna loves a challenge and is really excited to be
a part of Short Cuts during this weird and wild time.

Jim Arthur (Technical Director) No beds, no couches, no doors, no risers,
no lights, no stage. What’s a techie to do? Drat that dastardly covid!

Lauren Allen (Social Media Marketer) is very excited to be working on Short
Cuts in such a new way! Lauren has appeared previously in Short Cuts as a
knee-player, an actor, and an artistic associate. She is also very proud to have
made the Short Cuts Program for a third year. She has a small social media
marketing business where On the Boards is her oldest client (six years and
counting!). She is pleased to have been involved in the great learning curve
that this process has been, and that her social media knowledge came in so
handy for making theatre! Worlds collide. To learn more about Lauren as an
artist and a social media marketer, visit lauren-allen.net

Guifré Bantjes-Ràfols (Performer) is a Catalan-Canadian actor and creator
based in Toronto. He can be seen in Coroner Ep202 (CBC), the feature
film Sebastian (Bonpland Pictures), and in the upcoming season of Private
Eyes Ep405 (Global). Past theatre credits include: Jacob Mercer in Salt-Water
Moon (QCT) and Lazarus in Lazarus and his Beloved (Broken Hill Theatre).
He also wrote/co-created and acted in the short film Laundro which is
currently in post-production. In 2019 he founded Faula Creative Inc. with the
goal of facilitating narrative creation projects for himself and his peers;
giving specific focus to collaborating on projects that voice underrepresented
stories and illuminate different perspectives.



Lisa Bayliss* (Performer) is honored and grateful to return as an actor for
this year’s Short Cuts Festival, having appeared in two earlier festivals. She
has enjoyed several decades of experience in Canadian theatre, film and
television as an actor, producer and manager.  Favourite acting credits
include The Wolves (Live Five);  R & G are Dead, Pride and Prejudice;
Between the Sheets, Sexy Laundry (Persephone Theatre); Richard III,
Twelfth Night,Taming of the Shrew, Romeo and Juliet (Shakespeare on the
Saskatchewan); Twelfth Night, Henry V (Bard on the Beach); One Flew
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (Theatre North West); As Bees in Honey Drown
(Western Theatre Conspiracy); and Be Still (Gateway Theatre; The Belfry).

Joel Bernbaum* (Director) is a theatre artist and journalist. He is
honoured to be working on Shanda Stefanson's play with such a kind and
talented team of actors. Many thanks to Yvette, Cynthia and Jim for
turning this challenging time into an opportunity for innovation. Hope to
see you all back in the theatre soon.

Brooklynn Bitner (Graphic Designer) is a graphic and scenic designer with
a passion for transformation and technology. Set, Costume, and Sound
Design are her fortes, but she dabbles in projection and lighting design as
well. Having recently completed her BFA in Theatre Design, Brooklynn is
excited to build design communities and find new ways to use technology to
tell stories in a live setting.

Jillian Borrowman (she/her) (Playwright) is a theatre artist based out of
Saskatoon and a graduate of the University of Saskatchewan with a
Bachelor of Fine Arts in Acting. Though primarily an actor and director,
Jillian is looking forward to making her previously private pastime public
by having her original script produced. This is her first experience
participating in Short Cuts Festival and she is thrilled to find herself in
such wonderful company. Jillian is excited to be a part of a festival that is
embracing the challenges of our socially-distanced reality and turning
them into opportunities for innovation.



Yulissa Campos (Playwright) is a professional actress and an
emerging playwright originally from Ecuador, but calls Saskatoon her second
home. She holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Acting and a Bachelor of Arts in
Psychology, both from the University of Saskatchewan. Yulissa debuted as a
playwright in the Last Sunday in March 2019 with Trapped and she is thrilled
to bring it back to the Short Cuts Festival. She is also the creator and artistic
director of Ay, Caramba! Theatre, the first Latinx theatre in Saskatoon! She
has been recently working on a new play AND she is excited to have a
longer version of Trapped publish at NTS/ENT #ArtApart program by the
end of May. Selected theatre credits: Theatre in the Neighbourhood, Earth
Diver (SUM Theatre), Prairie Nurse (Station Arts Centre) I, Frida (Ay,
Caramba! Theatre), The Penelopiad (FerrePlay). Playwriting credits: Trapped
(#ArtApart, Short Cuts Festival 2020, The Last Sunday 2019) I, Frida
(Saskatoon Fringe 2019). She hopes all of you are staying safe and
healthy during this difficult time and dedicates this work to her family and to
all those warriors who leave their motherland looking for a better life.

Melanie Doerr* (Director) is delighted to be in the company of this fine
community of artists, and grateful to Yvette for charging ahead with Short
Cuts in these challenging times. In previous Short Cuts Festivals Melanie
acted in plays by Terry Jordan and Lauren Holfeuer, and directed a piece by
Todd Devonshire. She recently had the good fortune to perform in The
Penelopiad by Margret Atwood, directed by Yvette Nolan, and produced by
the bold new company Ferre Play Theatre. She also appeared in Where it
Hurts by Wendy Lockman, and has often performed in play readings for
Sum Theatre’s Last Sunday. Melanie also works as an Early Childhood
Educator and now that her daycare is closed, she can be seen telling stories
via YouTube @ Melanie’s Place. Other interests include gardening and is
taking classes through U of S. and playing the mandolin.

Mackenzie Dawson (Playwright) is a Saskatoon-based theatre artist, and a
graduate from the University of Saskatchewan’s BFA Acting program. He is
ecstatic to make his playwrighting debut with Short Cuts! Acting credits
include Scapin! (La Troupe du Jour), Manuscript (Channel Theatre), For Art’s
Sake and Jabber (Persephone Theatre), The Merry Wives of
Windsor and Titus A. puppet revenge (Shakespeare on the Saskatchewan).
Stage management credits include Elf: The Musical (Persephone
Theatre), The Young Ones (Sum Theatre), Alone @ Home (Gordon Tootoosis
Nīkānīwin Theatre), Season’s Greetings (Greystone Theatre). Mac loves
goofing off with his improv comedy troupe, Bored of Directors.

Micah Elgaard (Streaming Technician) Yes, I've done live streaming before.
Yes, I'd love to help! Now I'm an expert...



Lenore Claire Herrem (Performer) is an interdisciplinary artist living in
isolation in her Montreal apartment. Born, raised, and educated in
Saskatchewan, Lenore enjoyed studying Theatre Performance at the U of S.
Her favourite role was playing Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart in Peter Shaffer’s
Amadeus in 2011. You may also know her as her altar ego, Sandy Bridges,
your #1 funny source for tongue in cheek advice, ecclectic journalism, and
affairs of home and garden. Her current endeavours are working on new
theatre works in Montreal as well as animation & digital medias.

Jalisa Gonie (Playwright) prides herself on being a versatile theatre artist.
Since completing her BFA from the University of Saskatchewan, she spends
her time in the areas of Acting, Clown, Stage Management and most recently;
writing. Much of her writing consists of devising solo clown and as part of a
duo in Oblong and Oboe with Charlie Peters. No.7 is greatly influenced by
her work in clown, love of breaking the fourth wall and her mental health
journey. Recent Projects: Stones in his Pockets (ApSM, Persephone
Theatre), The Wolves (Actor, Live Five). Projects that would have been: Long
Day’s Journey into Night (Actor, Theatre Naught), The Shoplifters (Actor,
Persephone Theatre). This is her first time with the festival and certainly one
she will never forget. Jalisa is very grateful to the Short Cuts team for making
it possible to move forward in the digital world.



Grahame Kent (he/him) (Director) A Saskatoon-based theatre artist,
Grahame wears a lot of hats (metaphorical but also literal); working as an
actor, producer, designer, director and stage manager. He is a graduate of
the Globe Theatre Conservatory. Grahame is delighted to be back at
Shortcuts again to direct! It is always a pleasure to work with such a
incredible group of artists.You might have seen Grahame recently under the
sea as Capt. Nemo in Nautilus!, being a villain in Southern Dandy 75, or
being the strong silent type in Dr. Frightful Presents: A Frightful Hour or Dr.
Frightful Presents: Dead Air (For which he won a SATAward for sound
design). Keep an eye on your podcast listening device for Dr. Frightful
Presents: A Podcast coming soon! Check out more about Grahame at
grahamekent.com

Danny Knight (Performer) is an actor/musician/comedian and
correspondant for the satirical news paper The Feather. He has attended
and graduated from GTNT's Circle of Voices program, youth ensemble, red
spirit, and fire spirit programs. He held an artist residency at Persephone
Theatre where he studied script work, sound design, administration,
marketing and acting. His acting credits include; Blow Wind (Station Arts
Centre), Alone @ Home: A Rez Xmas (Gordon Tootoosis Nikaniwin Theatre),
Thunderstick (Globe Theatre), The Shortcuts Festival 2016 (Hardly Art
Theatre), Dominion (GTNT), A History of Breathing (Persphone Theatre),
Hawk or How he learned to play his song (Onelight theatre). Along with
Shawn Cuthand they run the a comedy show called the Funny Bone
Schmomedy Zone in Saskatoon.



Charlie Peters (Director) is a theatre and opera director, actor, lighting
designer, playwright, dramaturge, poet, and clown. He has earned a BFA in
Acting from the University of Saskatchewan, continued his training at the
Manitoulin Conservatory for Creation and Performance, and is pursuing an
MFA in Theatre Practice at the University of Alberta. He is the recipient of
Saskatoon and Area Theatre Awards for Outstanding Emerging Artist (2013)
and Outstanding Lighting Design (Two Corpses Go Dancing, 2015) and was
nominated for Outstanding Direction (Diana Son’s Stop Kiss, 2014) and
Outstanding Original Script (Many Fires, 2019). His artistic work has been
seen on stages (and in parks, fields, school gyms, living rooms, and swimming
pools) across Western Canada. Charlie is Founding Director of Embrace
Theatre and serves as secretary on the board of directors of the
Saskatchewan Association of Theatre Professionals. www.charliepeters.ca

Yvette Nolan (Playwright/Artistic Director) Yvette Nolan (Algonquin) is a
playwright, director and dramaturg who works all over Turtle Island. Recent
work includes Reasonable Doubt at Persephone Theatre (director, co-creator
with Joel Bernbaum and Lancelot Knight),  Shanawdithit (libretto, co-director
with Michael Mori, Tapestry Opera), The Penelopaid (director, Ferre Play
Theatre), Bearing (co-creator, director with Michael Greyeyes). She is
currently pursuing her Masters in Public Policy at Johnson Shoyama Graduate
School of Public Policy She is an artistic associate with Signal Theatre.

Ed Mendez (Director) is pleased to be making his Short Cuts Festival debut!
Ed is no stranger to digital storytelling projects having recently directed
Sexual Space Walk Theatre’s The Gay Card as part of the #artapart
initiative funded by the National Theatre School, working with The Sketchy
Bandits weekly on their Into the Writer’s Room series, and having recently
worked as production manager for Gordon Tootoosis Nīkānīwin
Theatre’s Paris, SK. Ed lives and works in the south eastern reaches of Treaty
6 (Saskatoon) and is looking forward to brighter days and a time when he
can exist in a room with other theatre practitioners and friends again.  Ed is
a proud husband and father to two boys.

Alan Long* (Performer) is the Director of Marketing and Development of
Shakespeare on the Saskatchewan. He is also an actor, musician, stage
manager and writer; some favourite acting roles include drums/Jerry Allison
in Buddy, The Buddy Holly Story and drums/various characters in Fire at
Persephone Theatre. Alan was also a co-producer and actor in the Canadian
Fringe tours: We is Blunderstruck and Raining in Barcelona. He worked in
technical theatre at Rosthern Station Arts Centre and Souris Valley Theatre,
was General Manager at Gordon Tootoosis Nikaniwin Theatre from 2011 to
2015, and is the past chair of the Saskatchewan Association of Theatre
Professionals.





Rodrigo Pino-Hellman* (Performer) is thrilled for the opportunity to
return to the Short Cuts festival.  The dedication, creativity, and
professionalism of all his fellow artists and colleagues during the last
festival were truly inspiring to him.  Rodrigo spends most of his time
being a single parent to his sons, Gaius and Camilo, and running a
daycare business out of his home in Saskatoon.  Consequently, he rarely
gets the opportunity to take the stage and has missed it tremendously. 
 He looks forward to working with such a great team once again, and
can't wait to see the results!

Krista Sandoval (Performer) is your friendly neighborhood shorty. She has
been in many productions around Saskatoon most notably featured in the
Persephone Young Company from 2016-2019, as well as The Romeo Project
at the Saskatoon Fringe Festival 2019. She has also recently finished
fashion school and hopes to start her clothing business soon. This
experience means a lot to her and she's thankful that she can do what she
loves while being quarantined in her home when all she's used to is eating
and sleeping all day. She hopes that everyone enjoys themselves and even
takes away something special from this festival. Stay strong and wash your
hands. We are all in this together.

Judith Schulz (Production Manager) (she/her) loves being a theatre
practitioner in Saskatoon! Her favourite aspects of theatre are lighting,
projection and set design, stage management and directing. Recent credits
include: "Playhouse Creatures" - set design (Greystone Theatre), "Rooftops"
- lighting design (DSA production), "The Wolves" - stage management,
"Hospitals, Broken Pianos" - lighting design (GTNT), and "Paris, SK" -
projection design (GTNT). Although our theatres are now closed and we
are stuck in our homes, she enjoyed being part of such a unique theatre
experience and wrangling 30 individuals over Zoom calls!

Shanda Stefanson (Playwright) is a poet, spoken word artist and
playwright. She is a three time member of the Saskatoon Slam Poetry
Team, including the 2015 team that won the Canadian Festival of
Spoken Word championship. Her first chapbook, “Picking Apart the
Stitches,” was published in 2015 through Saskatoon's Jack Pine Press. She
was part of MuD Collective's poetry/theatre collaborative project, “Our
Four Walls.” Her play “Stalled” won the 24 Hour Playwrighting
Competition in 2012 and was produced for the Saskatoon Fringe in 2013.
Her work is often personal and intimate, exploring her relationships with
issues like the environment, feminism, and grief, but also touches on her
interpersonal relationships. Shanda would like to thank Sum Theatre for
their roll in development of The Yard With the Old Plow when it
commissioned for the Last Sunday program.



Jensine Emeline (Director) is a theatre designer and stage manager from
Saskatoon and an alumnus from the U of S drama department. Recent
costume designs include: With Glowing Hearts (Dancing Sky), The
Penelopiad (Ferre Play), and Girl in the Box (Scantily Glad/Live Five). They
were nominated in 2019 for a Saskatoon & Area Theatre Award for
Outstanding Costume Design for DST's production of With Glowing
Hearts. They are endlessly grateful to be able to work in theatre in and
around Saskatoon and for the opportunity to get back into directing.

Luke von Eschen (Assistant Stage Manager) is a Designer and Technician
in the world of theatre. He’s going into his 4th year of Theatre design at the
U of S this coming year. The last show he worked on was “The Secret in the
Wings” at Greystone Theatre February 2020 as a Lighting + Co- Costume
Designer and as a Lighting Technician. This is Luke’s first time working in
the Short Cuts Festival and is happy to be a part of this online theatre
experience. He hopes you enjoy the show!

Miki Wolf (Performer) is an Indigneous and Japanese actor, dancer, and
theatre maker living on unceded Coast Salish Territory. Her Alma Mater is
the School for Contemporary Arts at Simon Fraser University, where she
completed her BFA in Theatre Performance in 2018. Outside of the
institution, Miki has studied extensively in Grotowski-based theatre, and is
currently expanding her contemporary dance training at EDAM
Contemporary Dance, where she was a scholarship recipient for the Spring
2019 season. Most recently, she has completed a dance residency at
BoomBox Vancouver in December 2019, performing a new solo work "trash".
Miki is fascinated with performance spaces, dance and theatrical
collaboration, and exploring uncharted perspectives for public performances
as a BI-POC woman.

tBone (Sound Designer) Full time audio engineer since 1993. Happiest when
wandering the earth listening, recording, and creating soundscapes for
theatre, advertising agencies, video production companies, TV and film.
tBone’s also a voiceover artist, drummer, and co-creator of “Finally A Podcast
About Bagels”. :) www.thesoundlounge.ca

Danica Tempel (Playwright) is an emerging actor and playwright based in
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. She is thrilled to be making her playwriting debut
with Short Cuts! One of Danica's goals as a theatre artist is to treat theatre
as a form of activism and make her audience reflect. She is proud to be
working with a company whose values align with her own, and she is grateful
to be working with the talented  team behind the festival. Her acting credits
include, but are not limited to, The Romeo Project (2019, YXE Fringe
Festival), and Spirit Wrestler (2018), The Beaux Stratagem (2018), and
Cabaret (2017) at the University of Saskatchewan's Greystone Theatre.



Lauren Allen…............................. Program Designer/Social Media Marketer

Jim Arthur…......................................................................... Lighting Designer

Brooklynn Bitner….................................................................. Visual Designer

Cynthia Dyck….................................................................................... Producer

Micah Elgaard.................................................................... Stream Technician

Yvette Nolan…........................................................................ Artistic Director

Judith Schulz…................................................................ Production Manager

Luke von Eschen......................................................Assistant Stage Manager

tBone…...................................................................................... Sound Designer

Festival Staff List

Cover, garden, and company photos courtesy of
Judith Schulz Photography

Land Acknowledgement is part of a time-honoured Short Cuts
Tradition- the Knee Play! This play is sprinkled between all the

other plays. The title "knee play" is used to describe an
interjection that connects two pieces of live performance- the

way a knee joint functions.

*The participation of these Artists are arranged by permission of
Canadian Actors’ Equity Association under the provisions of

the Dance•Opera•Theatre Policy.

Refinery photos courtesy of Cynthia Dyck and Jim Arthur



SHORT CUTS IS MADE POSSIBLE WITH SUPPORT FROM

Thanks, merci, gracias, meegwetch, gràcies,
kinanâskomitin

Johanna Arnott
The Sketchy Bandits

Alyssa Billingsley
Roxanne Bitner

Mike Buckingham
Jason Chamakese
Sanja Gjorgieva

Grumms
Pam Haig-Bartley

Kateri Hellman-Pino
Kate Herriot

Felix LeBlanc
Kat MacLean

Logan Martin-Arcand
Bruce McKay

Gaius and Camilo Pino-Nahorniak
Gordon Portman

Maureen Schimnowsky
Gordon Tootoosis Nīkānīwin Theatre

Sum Theatre
Sexual Spacewalk Theatre

Andrew Valdez
Kenneth T. Williams



 Note that we look for plays of approximately ten

minutes in length, with no more than six

characters, and  that have never been fully staged.

Please e-mail scripts to

shortcutstheatrefestival@gmail.com

Would you like to be a part of
Saskatoon's Favourite Festival?

The Short Cuts Festival provides an opportunity for new

plays to be seen and developed through a formal

workshop, two weeks of rehearsal and three performances,

right here in Saskatoon. We are always on the look out for

new talent that represents and speaks to our community.

We are now accepting submissions for
next season's plays!

We also accept submissions from performers and directors

on an ongoing basis. Please e-mail a resume to

shortcutstheatrefestival@gmail.com


